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DCAT Meeting November 2017

Date & Time

November 14th   UTC/GMT -   ET16:00 11:00

Dial-in

We will use the international conference call dial-in. Please follow directions below.

U.S.A/Canada toll free: 866-740-1260, participant code: 2257295
International toll free:   http://www.readytalk.com/intl

Use the above link and input 2257295 and the country you are calling from to get your country's toll-free dial in #
Once on the call, enter participant code 2257295

Agenda
 Terry Brady will moderate the November 14th call.

Brainstorm 2018 discussion topics for DCAT
What information would you like to share?
What aspects of the system would you like to learn more about?
View the  for possible discussion ideas.DCAT meeting archives

Updates from the group - what projects are you working on with your repository?
IIIF and DSpace
Other updates?
Is anyone from the Entities Working Group on the call?

DSpace 7 updates
Tim Donohue provided the following update.

The DSpace 7 team has been concentrating efforts recently on Search & Submission functionality. The UI Mockups for both are 
on the Wiki: https://wiki.duraspace.org/display/DSPACE/DSpace+7+UI+Mockups  In recent weeks, much of the effort has been 
on the backend (i.e. REST API) of these features, so they are not yet available to demo in full.  However, a very early version of 
Search is now on the Angular UI demo site: https://dspace7-demo.atmire.com/home (this is not yet feature complete, but it 
works at a basic level).  The latest goal is to attempt to have demo-able early versions of these features by the end of the year 
(if not sooner). 
After Search & Submission, we will be moving on to Authentication / Authorization features. In fact, early work on a "stateless" 
Authentication implementation has been started at the REST API layer (see this PR: https://github.com/DSpace/DSpace/pull

).  But, this work is not yet complete and not yet utilized by the Angular UI layer./1873
If anyone has staff/developers interested in getting more involved, we could use more resources (which would also help us to 
move more rapidly). Currently the DSpace 7 Dev team is still rather small, and is primarily Atmire and 4Science staff members, 
along with occasional Angular UI help from William Welling at Texas A&M (and coordination by myself).  We could use folks 
who are interested in helping to develop/design either the REST API or Angular UI (or both).

Preparing for the call

If you can join the call, or are willing to comment on the topics submitted via the meeting page, please add your name, institution, and repository URL to 
the Call Attendees section below.

Call Attendees

Terrence W Brady (Georgetown)
Pauline Ward (Edinburgh)
Claudio Cortese (4Science)
Suzanne Chase (Georgetown)
Anne Lawrence (Virginia Tech)
Marianne Reed (University of Kansas)
Mariya Maistrovskaya (University of Toronto)
Felicity Dykas (University of Missouri)
Gail McMillan (Virginia Tech)

Meeting notes

Future Topic Brainstorming

The role of the repository
The role of the repository and aggregating content that is openly available elsewhere.
When an institution has multiple repositories, how do you define the role of each instance.

ETD Best Practices
DSpace and Preservation 

What methods do you use

http://www.readytalk.com/intl
https://wiki.duraspace.org/display/cmtygp/DCAT+Meeting+Notes
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/DSPACE/IIIF+and+DSpace
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/~tdonohue
https://wiki.duraspace.org/display/DSPACE/DSpace+7+UI+Mockups
https://dspace7-demo.atmire.com/home
https://github.com/DSpace/DSpace/pull/1873
https://github.com/DSpace/DSpace/pull/1873
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/~terrywbrady
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/~pauline.ward@ed.ac.uk
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/~claudio.cortese
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/~suzanne.chase
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/~alaw
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/~mreedks
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/~mariyamai
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Metadata and authority control/curation tasks (enhancement ideas/wishlist)
ORCID and DSpace
 Metadata auditing/reporting options.  Sharing best practices. 

Example - finding duplicates across the entire repository
OpenRefine and DSpace
Create a hub of DSpace documentation contributed by DCAT, for example, links to DSpace LibGuides, videos, tutorials.
2018 Goal: Create a channel of Repository Manager Videos

Model on the work done by the OJS community
Example: the REST API documentation is very limited and needs more examples
Possible Goal: create one video per month

TODO: Create YouTube channel (ask  to create one)Tim Donohue
TODO: Create a DCAT sub page for useful documentation, lib guides, etc

See Documentation Resources collected from DCAT Members
TODO: Create a DCAT page to brainstorm candidate videos

See Documentation Resources collected from DCAT Members
Curation System - How do folks use it and what do you wish it could do
DSpace Testing Best Practices
Use case curation - review and discuss the use cases DCAT created in the past

The DSpace 7 Outreach group has been actively working with the documented use cases.
Tour of DSpace command line options

Updates from the Group

Georgetown: DSpace/IIIF Prototyping at Georgetown
Virginia Tech: Migration to Symplectic Elements Repository Tools 2
U of Kansas: File Format Registry analysis
4Science 

DSpace CRIS
IIIF Viewer
Explore ecommerce integration (Wordpress)

DSpace Entities Group update from Claudio Cortese (4Science)

https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/~tdonohue
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/cmtygp/Documentation+Resources+collected+from+DCAT+Members
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/cmtygp/Documentation+Resources+collected+from+DCAT+Members
https://github.com/Georgetown-University-Libraries/testManifests/blob/master/Gallery.md
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/~claudio.cortese
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